NZSA Youth Mentor Programme – Guidelines for Students
HOW DOES THE MENTORSHIP WORK?
The NZSA Youth Mentor Programme has been established to provide student writers with one-on-one feedback
from an experienced writer. The mentor will assist you with a specific project and show you how to use various
techniques to improve your work.
Your mentor will be sent the work in progress that was submitted with your application, and once he or she has
agreed to mentor you they will contact you to begin the process. Mentoring could take place either in person, by
telephone, email, Skype, or a combination of these.
The programme provides for 9 hours of the mentor’s time – this includes their reading time. Please ask the mentor
what sort of things you will cover in discussions, for example, editing advice, or constructive feedback. It would be
helpful if you could tell your mentor at the beginning what kind of help you would like. You then set a few goals with
your mentor – for example, working on fleshing out the main characters; improving dialogue; tightening structure.

YOUR OBLIGATIONS
MAKING TIME:
The Youth Mentorships are hotly contested amongst secondary school students throughout the country – so if you
accept a mentorship it is expected that you will commit time every fortnight to your writing and to discussions with
your mentor.
DECIDE HOW YOU WILL WORK TOGETHER AND WHEN:
To make the most of your 9 hours it’s a really good idea to discuss how and when you’d like to work. Setting
deadlines with your mentor will be very helpful. Mentors work in different ways. Some may prefer to work on one
section of the project at a time, providing you with a critique that you can then rewrite and send together with the
next section. Others may wish to see the entire work in progress first. Remember it is a partnership so
communicating your needs and feelings is important.
COMPLETE AN EVALUATION FORM:
As our mentor programme is funded by CNZ we need give them feedback every year about how it’s all gone –
which means you have to tell us. But don’t worry – we’ll send you a form once the mentorship is completed.
STAY IN TOUCH:
If your project is published anywhere – let us know!

HOW LONG DOES IT GO FOR?
The mentorship is 9 hours which can be done whenever you and your mentor decide but is intended to be spread
out over two terms and to be completed by the end of Term 3. However, on request, this period could be extended
to the end of October.
We will be contacting both the students and their mentors halfway through the mentorship to make sure all is going
well. If you have any problems with the mentorship, you can discuss these with your mentor, and with our
Operations Manager Claire Hill at the NZSA office: office@nzauthors.org.nz
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